ALPHABETICAL INDEX

COMPLETING MARKER TESTS—USING OFFICE TEST

FRAME TEST CIRCUIT SD-27633-01 (J23260)

NO. 5 CROSSBAR OFFICES

1. GENERAL

1.01 This section provides an alphabetically arranged list of tests for completing marker circuits covered in Sections 218-423-501, 502, 503, etc. This issue does not affect Equipment Test Lists.
SECTION 218-423-001

ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE;
ROUTE—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE

ADVANCE FEATURE—TANDEM ROUTE;
ROUTE—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE—TANDEM ROUTE

ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE; ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND—SEE ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE

ALLOCATED IAO TRUNKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOCATED IAO TRUNKS

ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE

Test Q 218-423-504

ALLOCOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE; TWO STEP—SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION
Test BB 218-423-513

AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION
Test BC 218-423-513

BLANK AND UNEQUIPPED NUMBER FEATURE
Test AG 218-423-507

BUSY FEATURE; ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES—SEE ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE

BUSY TEST FEATURE; LINE—SEE LINE BUSY TEST FEATURE

CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1
Test AW 218-423-510

CALL FEATURE; INCOMING—SEE INCOMING CALL FEATURE

CALL FEATURE; INTRAOFFICE—SEE INTRAOFFICE CALL FEATURE

CALL FEATURE; REVERTING—SEE REVERTING CALL FEATURE

CALL FEATURE; SERVICE—SEE SERVICE CALL FEATURE

CALL FEATURE; SUBSCRIBER OUTGOING—SEE SUBSCRIBER OUTGOING CALL FEATURE

CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST
Test L 218-423-503

CALLING LINE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE
Test AZ 218-423-512

CHANNEL PREFERENCE FEATURE
Test H 218-423-502

CHECK FEATURE; PARTY—SEE PARTY CHECK FEATURE

CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1;
CALL—SEE CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1

CLASS SCREENING FEATURES;
SUBSCRIBER—SEE SUBSCRIBER CLASS SCREENING FEATURES

CODE FEATURE; VACANT—SEE VACANT CODE FEATURE

COIN RETURN FEATURE; TRUNK—SEE TRUNK COIN RETURN FEATURE

CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE
Test K 218-423-502

CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY;
FALSE—SEE FALSE CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY

DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE; INCOMING REGISTER—SEE INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE

DIAL FEATURE; PARTIAL—SEE PARTIAL DIAL FEATURE

DIALING WITH TSPS; INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE—SEE INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS

DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS;
INTERNATIONAL—SEE INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS

DISCRIMINATION OR OFFICE
DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL); NUMBER SERIES—SEE NUMBER SERIES DISCRIMINATION OR OFFICE DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL)

DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS;
INTERNATIONAL DIRECT—SEE INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS

DIVERSION FEATURE; TOLL—SEE TOLL DIVERSION FEATURE

DIVERTED ROUTE FEATURE
Test AV 218-423-510

DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE
Test AU 218-423-510

EXTENSION FEATURE; RANGE—SEE RANGE EXTENSION FEATURE

FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOCATED IAO TRUNKS
Test C 218-423-501

FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING INCOMING TRKS
Test F 218-423-501

FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOCATED IAO TRKS
Test D 218-423-501

FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING OUTGOING TRKS
Test E 218-423-501

FALSE CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY
Test J 218-423-502

FEATURE A & M VERSION; AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION

FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE; ROUTE ADVANCE—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE

FEATURE STANDARD VERSION; AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION

FEATURE; ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY—SEE ALLOCATED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE
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FEATURE; BLANK AND UNEQUIPPED NUMBER—SEE BLANK AND UNEQUIPPED NUMBER FEATURE

FEATURE; CALLING LINE IDENTIFICATION—SEE CALLING LINE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE

FEATURE; CHANNEL PREFERENCE—SEE CHANNEL PREFERENCE FEATURE

FEATURE; DIVERTED ROUTE—SEE DIVERTED ROUTE FEATURE

FEATURE; DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION—SEE DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE

FEATURE; FREE NUMBER—SEE FREE NUMBER FEATURE

FEATURE; HEAVY TRAFFIC TIMING—SEE HEAVY TRAFFIC TIMING FEATURE

FEATURE; INCOMING CALL—SEE INCOMING CALL FEATURE

FEATURE; INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE—SEE INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE

FEATURE; INTRAOFFICE CALL—SEE INTRAOFFICE CALL FEATURE

FEATURE; JUNCTOR SUBGROUP SELECTION—SEE JUNCTOR SUBGROUP SELECTION FEATURE

FEATURE; LINE BUSY TEST—SEE LINE BUSY TEST FEATURE

FEATURE; NONALLOTTED PBX RECYCLE—SEE NONALLOTTED PBX RECYCLE FEATURE

FEATURE; OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT—SEE OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE

FEATURE; PARTIAL DIAL—SEE PARTIAL DIAL FEATURE

FEATURE; PARTY CHECK—SEE PARTY CHECK FEATURE

FEATURE; PERMANENT OVERFLOW—SEE PERMANENT OVERFLOW FEATURE

FEATURE; PERMANENT SIGNAL—SEE PERMANENT SIGNAL FEATURE

FEATURE; RANGE EXTENSION—SEE RANGE EXTENSION FEATURE

FEATURE; REORDER—SEE REORDER FEATURE

FEATURE; REVERTING CALL—SEE REVERTING CALL FEATURE

FEATURE; SENDER GROUP RELEASE—SEE SENDER GROUP RELEASE FEATURE

FEATURE; SERVICE CALL—SEE SERVICE CALL FEATURE

FEATURE; SERVICE OBSERVING—SEE SERVICE OBSERVING FEATURE

FEATURE; STATION RINGER TEST—SEE STATION RINGER TEST FEATURE

FEATURE; SUBSCRIBER OUTGOING CALL—SEE SUBSCRIBER OUTGOING CALL FEATURE

FEATURE; TIMING—SEE TIMING FEATURE

FEATURE; TOLL DIVERSION—SEE TOLL DIVERSION FEATURE

FEATURE; TRANSFER OF START LEAD—SEE TRANSFER OF START LEAD FEATURE

FEATURE; TRUNK COIN RETURN—SEE TRUNK COIN RETURN FEATURE

FEATURE; VACANT CODE—SEE VACANT CODE FEATURE

FEATURE; 2-LINE HUNT GROUP—SEE 2-LINE HUNT GROUP FEATURE

FEATURE; SPECIAL MARKERS; NO-TEST—SEE NO-TEST FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS

FEATURE; SPECIAL MARKERS; SPECIAL HUNT (NONTEST)—SEE SPECIAL HUNT (NONTEST) FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS

FEATURE; TANDEM ROUTE; ROUTE ADVANCE—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE—TANDEM ROUTE

FEATURES; LINE LINK PULSING—SEE LINE LINK PULSING FEATURES

FEATURES; SUBSCRIBER CLASS SCREENING—SEE SUBSCRIBER CLASS SCREENING FEATURES

FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE; TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL—SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT; TRUNK LINK—SEE TRUNK LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT

FREE NUMBER FEATURE

Test W 218-423-505

GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY; FALSE CROSS AND—SEE FALSE CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY

GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST; CALLED LINE—SEE CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST

GROUP FEATURE; 2-LINE HUNT—SEE 2-LINE HUNT GROUP FEATURE

GROUP PREFERENCE; NONALLOTTED PBX—SEE NONALLOTTED PBX GROUP PREFERENCE

GROUP RELEASE FEATURE; SENDER—SEE SENDER GROUP RELEASE FEATURE

GROUP-END-OF-BLOCK HUNTING; PBX—SEE PBX GROUP-END-OF-BLOCK HUNTING

GROUP-NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE; ALLOTTED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT—SEE ALLOTTED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE

HEAVY TRAFFIC TIMING FEATURE

Test AQ 218-423-509

HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE; DUAL VOLTAGE—SEE DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE

HOLD TEST; CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY—SEE CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST

HUNT (NONTEST) FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS; SPECIAL—SEE SPECIAL HUNT (NONTEST) FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS

HUNTING; PBX GROUP-END-OF-BLOCK—SEE PBX GROUP-END-OF-BLOCK HUNTING

IAO TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOTTED—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOTTED IAO TRKS

IAO TRUNKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOTTED—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOTTED IAO TRUNKS

IDENTIFICATION FEATURE; CALLING LINE—SEE CALLING LINE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE
SECTION 218-423-001

INCOMING CALL FEATURE
  Test AO

INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE
  Test V

INCOMING TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING INCOMING TRKS

INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION; AUTOMATIC—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION

INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION; AUTOMATIC—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION

INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS
  Test BD

INTRAOFFICE CALL FEATURE
  Test AL

JUNCTOR SUBGROUP SELECTION FEATURE
  Test G

LEAD FEATURE; TRANSFER OF START—SEE TRANSFER OF START LEAD FEATURE

LINE BUSY TEST FEATURE
  Test AI

LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE; ALLOTTED PBX OR—SEE ALLOTTED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE

LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST; CALLED—SEE CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST

LINE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE; CALLING—SEE CALLING LINE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE

LINE LINK PULSING FEATURES
  Test AX

LINE; PLUG-UP-FEATURE—PBX—SEE PLUG-UP-FEATURE—PBX LINE

LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT; TRUNK—SEE TRUNK LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT

LINK PULSING FEATURES; LINE—SEE LINE LINK PULSING FEATURES

LINK RELEASE FEATURE; INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND—SEE INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE

LOCKOUT FEATURE; OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND—SEE OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE

LOCKOUT; TRUNK LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND—SEE TRUNK LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT

M VERSION; AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A &—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION

MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE; DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD—SEE DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE

MARKERS; NO-TEST FEATURE—SPECIAL—SEE NO-TEST FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS

MARKERS; SPECIAL HUNT (NONTEST) FEATURE—SPECIAL—SEE SPECIAL HUNT (NONTEST) FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS

MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1; CALL CLASS—SEE CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1

NO. 1; CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM—SEE CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1

NO-TEST FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS
  Test S

NONALLOTTED IAO TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOTTED IAO TRKS

NONALLOTTED PBX GROUP PREFERENCE
  Test OA

NONALLOTTED PBX RECYCLE FEATURE
  Test AJ

NUMBER FEATURE; BLANK AND UNEQUIPPED—SEE BLANK AND UNEQUIPPED NUMBER FEATURE

NUMBER FEATURE; FREE—SEE FREE NUMBER FEATURE

NUMBER SERIES DISCRIMINATION OR OFFICE DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL)
  Test AH

OPERATING FEATURE; SERVICE—SEE SERVICE OPERATING FEATURE

OFFICE DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL); NUMBER SERIES DISCRIMINATION OR—SEE NUMBER SERIES DISCRIMINATION OR OFFICE DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL)

OPERATE AND RELEASE; CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY—SEE CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE

OPERATION FEATURE; DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET—SEE DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE

ORIGINATING ROUTE; ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE

OUTGOING CALL FEATURE; SUBSCRIBER—SEE SUBSCRIBER OUTGOING CALL FEATURE

OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE
  Test R

OUTGOING TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING OUTGOING TRKS

OVERFLOW FEATURE; PERMANENT—SEE PERMANENT OVERFLOW FEATURE

PARTIAL DIAL FEATURE
  Test Y

PARTIAL ROUTE; TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR—SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

PARTY CHECK FEATURE
  Test AB

PBX GROUP PREFERENCE; NONALLOTTED—SEE NONALLOTTED PBX GROUP PREFERENCE

PBX GROUP-END-OF-BLOCK HUNTING
  Test P
PBX LINE; PLUG-UP-FEATURE—NON—SEE PLUG-UP-FEATURE—NON-PBX LINE
PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG
PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE;
ALLOTTED—SEE ALLOTTED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE
PBX RECYCLE FEATURE; NONALLOTTED—SEE NONALLOTTED PBX RECYCLE FEATURE
PERMANENT OVERFLOW FEATURE
Test Z
218-423-505
PERMANENT SIGNAL FEATURE
Test X
218-423-505
PLUG-UP-FEATURE—NON-PBX LINE
Test M
218-423-503
PLUG-UP-FEATURE—PBX LINE
Test N
218-423-503
PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE;
ALLOTTED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG—SEE ALLOTTED PBX OR LINE CIRCUIT GROUP—NG PREFERENCE AND ALL-LINES BUSY FEATURE
PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE;
OUTGOING SENDER—SEE OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE
PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT; TRUNK LINK FRAME—SEE TRUNK LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT
PREFERENCE FEATURE; CHANNEL—SEE CHANNEL PREFERENCE FEATURE
PREFERENCE; NONALLOTTED PBX GROUP—SEE NONALLOTTED PBX GROUP PREFERENCE
PULSING FEATURES; LINE LINK—SEE LINE LINK PULSING FEATURES
RANGE EXTENSION FEATURE
Test BA
218-423-512
RECYCLE FEATURE; NONALLOTTED PBX—SEE NONALLOTTED PBX RECYCLE FEATURE
REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE;
INCOMING—SEE INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE
RELAY HOLD TEST; CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT—SEE CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST
RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE; CONTINUITY TEST—GT—SEE CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE
RELAY; FALSE CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG—SEE FALSE CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY
RELEASE FEATURE; INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK—SEE INCOMING REGISTER DCK AND LINK RELEASE FEATURE
RELEASE FEATURE; SENDER GROUP—SEE SENDER GROUP RELEASE FEATURE
RELEASE; CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND—SEE CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE
REORDER FEATURE
Test U
218-423-504
RETURN FEATURE; TRUNK COIN—SEE TRUNK COIN RETURN FEATURE
REVERTING CALL FEATURE
Test I
218-423-502
RINGER TEST FEATURE; STATION—SEE STATION RINGER TEST FEATURE
ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE
Test AD
218-423-506
ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE—TANDEM ROUTE
Test AE
218-423-507
ROUTE FEATURE; DIVERTED—SEE DIVERTED ROUTE FEATURE
ROUTE; ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE
ROUTE; ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING—SEE ROUTE ADVANCE FEATURE ORIGINATING ROUTE
ROUTE; TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR—SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE
SCREENING FEATURES; SUBSCRIBER CLASS—SEE SUBSCRIBER CLASS SCREENING FEATURES
SELECTION FEATURE; JUNCTOR SUBGROUP—SEE JUNCTOR SUBGROUP SELECTION FEATURE
SENDER GROUP RELEASE FEATURE
Test AT
218-423-510
SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE;
OUTGOING—SEE OUTGOING SENDER PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT FEATURE
SERIES DISCRIMINATION OR OFFICE DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL); NUMBER—SEE NUMBER SERIES DISCRIMINATION OR OFFICE DISCRIMINATION (PHYSICAL, THEORETICAL, EXTRA-THEORETICAL)
SERVICE CALL FEATURE
Test AK
218-423-508
SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION;
AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE A & M VERSION
SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION;
AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION
SERVICE OBSERVING FEATURE
Test AC
218-423-506
SIGNAL FEATURE; PERMANENT—SEE PERMANENT SIGNAL FEATURE
SPECIAL HUNT (NONTEST) FEATURE—SPECIAL MARKERS
Test T
218-423-504
STANDARD VERSION; AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION
START LEAD FEATURE; TRANSFER OF—SEE TRANSFER OF START LEAD FEATURE
STATION RINGER TEST FEATURE
Test AP
218-423-509
STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE; TWO—SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE
SUBGROUP SELECTION FEATURE;
JUNCTOR—SEE JUNCTOR SUBGROUP SELECTION FEATURE
SECTION 218-423-001

SUBSCRIBER CLASS SCREENING FEATURES

Test AN 218-423-508

SUBSCRIBER OUTGOING CALL FEATURE

Test AM 218-423-508

SYSTEM NO. 1; CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS—SEE CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1

TEST FEATURE; LINE BUSY—SEE LINE BUSY TEST FEATURE

TEST FEATURE; STATION RINGER—SEE STATION RINGER TEST FEATURE

TEST—FCG RELAY; FALSE CROSS AND GROUND—SEE FALSE CROSS AND GROUND TEST—FCG RELAY

TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST; CALLED LINE GROUND—SEE CALLED LINE GROUND TEST—GT RELAY HOLD TEST

TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE; CONTINUITY—SEE CONTINUITY TEST—GT RELAY OPERATE AND RELEASE

THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE; TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

TIMING FEATURE

Test AR 218-423-509

TIMING FEATURE; HEAVY TRAFFIC—SEE HEAVY TRAFFIC TIMING FEATURE

TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE; TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON—SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

TOLL DIVERSION FEATURE

Test AY 218-423-511

TRAFFIC TIMING FEATURE; HEAVY—SEE HEAVY TRAFFIC TIMING FEATURE

TRANSFER OF START LEAD FEATURE

Test AF 218-423-507

TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE; TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 SEE TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING INCOMING—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING INCOMING TRKS

TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOTTED IAO—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOTTED IAO TRKS

TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING OUTGOING—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING OUTGOING TRKS

TRUNK COIN RETURN FEATURE

Test AA 218-423-505

TRUNK LINK FRAME PREFERENCE AND LOCKOUT

Test A 218-423-501

TRUNKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOCATED IAO—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOCATED IAO TRUNKS

TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1; CALL CLASS MARKS TO—SEE CALL CLASS MARKS TO TSPS SYSTEM NO. 1

TSPS; INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH—SEE INTERNATIONAL DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING WITH TSPS

TWO STEP ALLOTTER—MORE THAN 20 TRKS ON TL FRAME FOR PARTICULAR ROUTE

Test B 218-423-501

UNEQUIPPED NUMBER FEATURE; BLANK AND—SEE BLANK AND UNEQUIPPED NUMBER FEATURE

USING ALLOCATED IAO TRUNKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING ALLOCATED IAO TRUNKS

USING INCOMING TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING INCOMING TRKS

USING NONALLOCATED IAO TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING NONALLOCATED IAO TRKS

USING OUTGOING TRKS; FAILURE-TO-MATCH—SEE FAILURE-TO-MATCH USING OUTGOING TRKS

VACANT CODE FEATURE

Test AS 218-423-510

VERSION; AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD—SEE AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SERVICE FEATURE STANDARD VERSION

VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE; DUAL—SEE DUAL VOLTAGE HOLD MAGNET OPERATION FEATURE

2-LINE HUNT GROUP FEATURE

Test BE 218-423-513